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APSULE BURSTS OPEN 

When the ovules in an ovary are fertilized, they begin to develop seeds. When the seeds are ripe, the ovary 

dries out, and we call it a “capsule.” When the orchid capsule bursts open, the seeds are in a sort of 

suspended animation. We don’t know exactly why seeds become dormant, but we do know that when a 

seed dries out, enzymes slow down and metabolic activity grinds to a halt. When the capsule is closed, 

mature seeds can contain as much as 23% water. When released, the moisture content has dropped to 

11%.  Orchid seed longevity varies depending on the species and the storage conditions. Arditti (1979) 

mentions that the longevity of the seeds may vary from two months to 18 years. Most seeds will lose 

viability if stored at room temperature without desiccation. 
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Sunday,February 12,2017 

Piano music 1:00 pm  

Meeting 2:00 

OUR PROGRAMS 
MEETINGS 2ND SUNDAY EXCEPT JUNE 4 
RAINBOW LIBRARY 3150 N BUFFALO 
June 4, 2017(1st Sunday)Art Chadwick 
“The Great Cattleya Species of the 
Cut Flower Era” & HAWAIIAN LUAU 
July 9 Barbecue Diana’s house 
“Setting Up a Rainforest” 
Aug13Mark Romansky“Judging orchids” 
Sept 10 Mary Gerritsen “Orchids of the 
Lost World” 
Oct 8 Keith Davis”Orchid Growing Tips” 
Nov 12 SteveFrowine Fantastic Phals” 
Dec 10 Holiday Party 
Jan 14, 2018 Tom Mirenda  
Feb11 Jason Fischer “Growing on a 
Log” 
March 11, 2018 Ron Kaufmann 
April 8 Greenhouse Tour 
May 11, 2018 Harold Koopowitz 
“Modern Slipper orchid hybrids” 
June 3 Peter Lin 
Oct 14 Fred Clarke “Modern Cattleyas and 

How to Grow Them” 
 

THE FIRST SUNDAY OF THE MONTH THIS TIME- JUNE 4, 

WE ARE HAVING A LUAU COMPLETE WITH A ROAST PIG, 

HULA DANCERS ANG SINGERS, LEIS, AND HAWAIIAN 

STYLE FOOD. WE THANK DIANA SMITH, CATHY 

LOFTFIELD, CAROL SIEGEL, AL DE RICCO AND JOE RABA 

IN ADVANCE FOR OUR FESTIVITIES. MANY THANKS TO 

JOE RABA FOR ORGANIZING THE HAWAIIAN 

ENTERTAINMENT ART CHADWICK OF CHADWICK ORCHIDS 

WILL SPEAK ON “THE GREAT CATTLEYAS OF THE CUT 

FLOWER ERA. THERE WILL BE LIVE PIANO MUSIC, TOO. 

Art holds a BS in Electrical Engineering from North Carolina 

State and an MBA from James Madison University. He 

founded Chadwick & Son Orchids Inc in 1989 with his 

father.Chadwick’s operates 11 greenhouses in rural Powhatan 

County, a retail store in Richmond, and boards over 13,000 

orchids for local Virginia clients. Art and his father have the 

distinction of naming Cattleya hybrids after the wives of the 

last four U.S. Presidents. They have written “The Classic 

Cattleyas. rt writes a monthly orchid advice column for 

several newspapers and, this November, he will be discussing 

cattleyas at the World Orchid Conference in Ecuador. Thanks to 

Steve Hochman for transportation for the speaker. 

 

SUNDAY, JUNE 4TH  1 PM 

WE’RE HAVING A LUAU! 



April 6, 2014 

 Ron Kaufmann “Orchids at the Beach” 

May 4, 2014 Shelly North Barbecue 

June 1, 2014 Peter Lin “Orchids for  

Every Day of the Year” 

July 13, 2014 

Alan Koch “Orchids 101” 

August 3,2014 Diana Smith“Coelogyne” 

September 7, 2014 Harold Koopowitz’ 

“A Fantastic Voyage Through Paphs” 

October 5, 2014 Greenhouse Tour 

November 2, 2014 Carol Siegel 

“Tools of the Orchid Grower” 

December 7, 2014 Holiday Party 

January 11, 2015 !! Fred Clarke 

“Aussie Dendrobium” 
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We are very grateful to Ole Borresen and to Joel Davidson and Ken Summerville for 

picking up, storing, and selling orchids from the hotels at the meeting. We raise money 

for our educational programs that way. For decades we have gotten spent orchids from 

the MGM properties, but in the last year, MGM properties has stopped allowing us to 

rescue these orchids and now throws them in the trash. A pity… Joel Davidson, Steve 

Hochman, Tony Billitere and Jeri Lee have tried to persuade them to change their 

minds to no avail. It is a corporate decision and is nothing personal. We still get some 

plants from the Wynn. 

 

I wrote to the Sands Las Vegas Properties (Venetian, Palazzo, Convention Center) and 

suggested that they let us rescue their orchids.We had never tried them before. They are 

very interested in sustainability, the environment, and the community. It is owned by 

one family, the Adelsons, and they are wonderful people. They seem very interested in 

having us re-purpose their orchids, and we are meeting with them in June. Keep your 

fingers crossed! It would be lovely for us, and lovely for the orchids. 

 

When one door closes, another opens… 
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On July 9, we are holding our tradition summer barbecue at Diana Smith’s house. 
Dan Mumau and Mike Lawless will be cooking our delicious meats and setting it all up. They are 
professional caterers (ACateredAffair.com). Aren’t we lucky.  Diana will provide paper goods 
and drinks and the venue, of course. She will also be doing a presentation on “Growing in a 
Rainforest,” all about how she grows in her greenhouse. The club will provide the meats, and 
each of us will bring a dish- side dish, main dish, dessert, salad, vegetable—like that. It is kind of 
a pot luck with the club paying for the sumptuous main dishes. Remember to bring enough for 
10-12 people with serving utensils. It is always great fun. 
 
On August 13, Mark Romansky, an AOS judge, will be doing a presentation on “Judging 
Orchids.” The club will be having a pizza party and chocolate bar. I will donate the pizzas, and 
everybody will bring something chocolate Jackie Braverman will do the the paper goods. We 
still need somebody to do the drinks. 
 
We are so thankful to Cathy Loftfield who ran the meeting in May. Everyone said she did a great 
job. She is a sweet, kind and capable lady, and I am happy to have her as vice-president. Thanks 
to Jackie Braverman who helped with the equipment and Cathy and Bruce Weber who helped 
sell plants. We welcomed Cheryl and John Sago as new members. Happy to see Marilyn Short is 
on the mend after her surgery. Thrilled to see how big and healthy William Braverman, Jackie’s 
grandson, is getting. Glad to see Steve Hochman doing to well. Hope Caroline and Steve 
Campbell are enjoying the Philippines.  
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If you have never been to Orchid Digest Speakers Day, it is a lot of fun. There are lots of 

speakers, wine and cheese, a delicious dinner, lots of orchids to buy, a fun auction… 

It is just the best. It is on the grounds of the Huntington Gardens which are just gorgeous. 

 

Fifteenth Orchid Digest Speakers Day 

 

Saturday, June 10, 2017 

12:00 pm to 8:00 pm 

 

Ahmanson Classroom, Botanical Building 

Huntington Library, Art Collections and Botanical Gardens 

San Marino, CA 

 

Orchids from Around the World 

 

Featuring: 

 

Cindy Hill  

“My Top Ten Favorite Species Orchids and How I Grow Them” 

 

Alan Koch  

“Sarcochilus: Past, Present and a New Direction” 

 

Harold Koopowitz  

“Orchids in Northern Thailand” 

 

Dennis Whigham  

“Native Orchids: Ecology and Conservation” 

 

Ernest Hetherington Distinguished Lecture: 

Ken Cameron 

“Vanilla, Orchid Evolution, & the Genomic Revolution” 

 

Scheduled Vendors include:  

Andy’s Orchids, Cal Orchid, Gold Country Orchids, and Sunset Valley Orchids 

 

Tickets: $65 ($80 at the door) for afternoon seminars, live auction, 

wine and cheese happy hour, dinner and evening entertainment. 

Space is limited so don’t wait to buy your ticket! 

Purchase tickets online! 
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Every Day of the Year” 
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Alan Koch “Orchids 101” 
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The Great Cattleya Species of the Cut-Flower Era 
 Submitted by Art on Sun, 11/01/2015 - 22:46 

THE GREAT CATTLEYA SPECIES OF THE CUT-FLOWER ERA 

  

 
C. trianaei 

Anyone who grew up during the 1940s, as I did, was invariably caught up in the excitement of the cattleya cut-

flower mania. Cattleyas were the flower of fashion and they went to high school dances with wide-eyed 

teenagers like me, and to state dinners with the wives of diplomats, businessmen, and presidents. It was all very 

grand. 

The fashion for cattleya corsages grew so rapidly that there was no time for commercial growers to raise a crop 

of Cattleya hybrids to meet the demand. Growers needed thousands of producing plants and they needed them 

right away. Cattleya hybrids took seven years to bloom from seed which was no help at all. The only immediate 

source for plants was the large-flowered Cattleya species that grew wild in the jungles of Venezuela, Colombia 

and Brazil, so growers began importing the species in a big way. Soon so many were being imported that you 

could see them everywhere. You could find whole greenhouses full of each of the major species throughout the 

year in facilities that were just around the corner or in your own neighborhood. Even everyday housewives 

knew what a Cattleya trianaei or a Cattleya mossiae flower looked like and they often ordered them by name  

from their florist. 

Having grown up in this effervescent environment, you can imagine my surprise when a member of an orchid 
society today asks me what a good C. trianaei or C. mossiae looks like. I just assume every orchid hobbyist 
knows that. Then I realize it has been over 50 years since the large-flowered Cattleya species dominated the 
floral world. The cattleya plants most people remember now are the hybrids that came after them as the cut-
flower market matured. So I thought it would be interesting to take a broad-brush tour of the large-flowered 
species that made the cattleya cut-flower era possible and created the fashion itself. The best way to do this is 
to view the species the way commercial growers back then viewed them – by their flowering season. 
 

All the large-flowered Cattleya species were used as cut-flowers at one time or another, but eight of them were 

the real workhorses. Without these eight species, there would have been no supply of flowers to meet the early 

consumer demand for cut-flowers. These species were the most plentiful in the jungle and had the necessary 

qualities to fit the market. 



As soon as the summer vacation season ended in early September, the social season began and cut cattleyas 

were in demand for all the important events from vase arrangements for private parties to corsages for women 

to wear to a new play, the opera, for cocktails or a fancy reception. A woman wasn’t really properly dressed in 

those days unless she wore a cattleya corsage to many of these affairs. A woman at a dance without a cattleya 

corsage was like a woman without her shoes. 

Cattleya labiata was the first large-flowered Cattleya species to flower as the social season opened in September 

and it was in-season for most of the autumn months. It made a great cut-flower because the flowers were large, 

the petals were upright and the species had a wide range of color forms from pale lavender to dark purple so no 

woman was embarrassed at an affair by finding another woman wearing the exact same flower. C. labiata 

flowers also lasted well. The flowers were cut on Tuesday or Wednesday and shipped to wholesalers to arrive at 

florists on Thursday. The florists made them into corsages for weekend events and the flowers still looked 

bright and fresh even when they arrived at their final destination as late as Sunday afternoon. The flowers 

usually lost their delicious fragrance by the second day after being cut and refrigerated, so the customer was 

seldom aware the flowers had fragrance, but that didn’t matter because the flowers were so large and beautiful 

in their lavender gowns with their delicate, feminine appearance and everyone loved them. 

C. labiata was “light controllable” which meant you could bring it into flower earlier or later than its normal 

season depending on how you manipulated the length of daylight in the greenhouse with shade cloth or lights. 

C. labiata flowers usually disappeared from the market by late November, however, and another species was 

needed to provide cut-flowers in December. 

The December species was Cattleya percivaliana. Some varieties of C. percivaliana began flowering in late 

November and the rest came along right up to Christmas. C. percivaliana’s rich purple flowers with their orange 

and yellow tones in the lips, fit well in a Christmas tapestry, a wreath or an arrangement of evergreens and pine 

cones. Florists were not always happy with C. percivaliana, however, despite its Christmas colors because the 

flowers were much smaller in size than C. labiata and they had a spicy fragrance that not everyone liked. Some 

varieties of C. percivaliana, however, were as large as C. labiata and made good corsages. Lager & Hurrell’s 

clone ‘Summit’ was one of these and Lager had over 200 plants of the clone for Christmas cut-flowers when I 

visited them during the 1950s. C. percivaliana was also sold as a pot plant for Christmas during the 1940s 

because it was relatively small and compact and produced a beautiful display of flowers in a modest 5 inch pot. 

As the New Year arrived, so did Cattleya trianaei. The earliest varieties began blooming in late December and 

the last ones opened the end of February. C. trianaei was a great favorite of orchid hobbyists because many 

varieties had large, well-shaped flowers that made them great exhibition plants. Florists also liked C. trianaei 

because its flowers had such lovely pastel shades of lavender and the species was very long lasting. C. trianaei 

also had a thin, delicate substance that oozed femininity. C. trianaei produced only two flowers on a spike, but it 

made two growths in succession each season and both growths flowered at the same time, so the species made 

money for growers. Commercial growers vigorously divided and multiplied the best varieties of their large-

flowered Cattleya species and you could often find blocks of 20 or 30 plants of the same clone in many 

greenhouses. This happened frequently with C. trianaei. The word “best” applied not only to plants with the 

largest and nicest shaped flowers, but also to plants that bloomed for high volume holidays like Thanksgiving, 

Christmas, Easter and Mother’s Day. The reliability in the blooming dates of individual clones of the species is 

legendary and, as an example, Cattleya mossiae ‘Mrs J. T. Butterworth’ flowered faithfully for me on Mother’s 

Day for 50 years. C. percivaliana alba ‘Christmas Cheer’ always flowered on Christmas and C. trianaei ‘Party 

Time’ always flowered for New Years. 

In late February, Cattleya schroederae made its appearance with the same long-lasting qualities as C. trianaei. C. 

schroederae was more floriferous than C. trianaei so growers liked it. C. schroederae had the same good shape 

as C. trianaei, but most flowers were very light lavender without a lot of variation in color which limited their 



usefulness. C. schroederae extended the C. trianaei season long enough to give it a permanent place in the flow 

of cut-flowers. 

As spring approached in the month of March, the greatest of the cut-flower species, Cattleya mossiae, began 

flowering. C. mossiae produced large flowers up to 8 inches across and as many as five on a flower stem. It was 

easy to grow and flower and was such a heavy bloomer it sometimes flowered itself to death. C. mossiae had a 

long season that lasted from early March through the end of May. A few varieties even began flowering in 

February, and a commercial friend of mine had one variety that always flowered in June. C. mossiae was in 

bloom for all the flower shows and spring social functions. It was often referred to as “the Easter orchid” 

because it was always in bloom for Easter no matter what date Easter came on. Although it had petals that did 

not stand up straight but drooped slightly downward, the petals were wide and florists could make just as good 

corsages with them as they could with C. labiata or C. trianaei. C. mossiae was so popular as a cut flower 

because of its beautiful shades of bright rose-lavender. The color actually came to be called “orchid color” by 

the general public. C. mossiae’s biggest asset, of course, was its flowering season. It bloomed when demand 

was greatest for cut-cattleyas. Since demand was highest at Easter, growers actually worked out a way to bring 

the plants into bloom the week before Easter. 22 weeks before Easter they would drop the temperature to 52 F 

at night in their C. mossiae house for 4 weeks. The temperature was then raised to 60 F at night to let the plants 

set buds, and a month before Easter, the temperature was raised to 65 F and all the plants bloomed for Easter. 

C. mossiae was such an important flower that a number of growers made sib crosses to try to improve on nature 

and provide more plants and C. mossiae became the primary species used to create spring-flowering Cattleya 

hybrids. Without C. mossiae, spring hybrids would be few and far between today. Two of the most famous 

hybridizers of the species itself were John Mossman on the East Coast of the United States and Rapella Orchids 

on the West Coast both of whom produced outstanding strains of C. mossiae. C. mossiae remained a major cut-

flower orchid long after the other large-flowered species had been replaced by larger and more richly colored 

hybrids. 

As C. mossiae flowers began to diminish in number in mid-May, Cattleya gaskelliana began to bloom and 

continued to flower into mid-June. C. gaskelliana was a mixed blessing for commercial growers. It was the only 

large-flowered species that was available in quantity to fill the late-May to early-June period, so growers had to 

have it. The flowers were fairly large, but under the intense heat of a June greenhouse, C. gaskelliana was often 

short-lived, lasting only two weeks in bloom compared with C. mossiae that lasted 3 or 4 weeks and C. trianaei 

that lasted 5 or 6. C. gaskelliana also had a narrower range of color forms than the other Cattleya species. Most 

varieties were a light to medium lavender with few exciting lip patterns. Although a few dark clones existed in 

private collections, there were no dark varieties available for cut-flowers. 

In mid-June, the imperialis varieties of Cattleya warscewiczii began flowering. The species was only known to 

commercial growers by its common name Cattleya gigas (pronounced g I’ gus). Although C. gigas had large 

beautiful dark purple lips, the petals were generally narrow and the flower did not make as good a corsage as C. 

mossiae or C. trianaei. The plants were in plentiful supply, however, and were an important cut-flower because 

June was the wedding month and even lavender flowers were needed at times for weddings. C. gigas had better 

lasting qualities than C. gaskelliana under hot summer conditions and, except for its narrower petals, C. gigas 

was a great cut-flower. With both the imperialis and sanderiana forms of C. gigas, the species was usually 

available through the end of July. 

August was not an important month for cut-cattleyas but there was always some demand, and Cattleya dowiana 

filled the need during this vacation time. When I was 16 years old in 1946, a commercial grower I worked for 

during the summer was still importing 600 to 800 plants of C. dowiana a year for the August cut-flower market 

in Philadelphia. Florists liked the yellow petal - dark maroon lip coloring of C. dowiana, but commercial 

growers found the species a nightmare. C. dowiana only lasted in bloom a little over a week in a hot August 



greenhouse, and many plants rotted over the winter because they were kept too wet so that none of the original 

plants were alive after 4 years. By the 1960s most of the large-flowered Cattleya species had been replaced by 

larger, more richly colored and better shaped hybrids and, except for C. mossiae, the species disappeared from 

the commercial cut-flower market. The sad thing about this story is that as Cattleya hybrids replaced the large-

flowered Cattleya species, the species were just discarded, usually thrown out on the commercial grower’s 

dump to die. Back in the 1940s you could buy a well-established, good variety of Cattleya trianaei in an 8 inch 

pot with several flowering-size leads for $3, and you could import a few thousand large plants for $1.50 each. 

Today a four-bulb division costs from $50 to $75 and you might have trouble even finding one. Fortunately 

orchid hobbyists still actively grow C. trianaei and all the other large-flowered species despite the problems of 

acquiring them. Some of my friends like to speculate now and then on whether the public will someday rekindle 

their interest in wearing cattleya corsages. Fashions do change, they argue, and cattleya corsages could come 

back when enough time has passed. They may be correct in this, but if the fashion for cattleya cut-flowers 

should suddenly reappear, it will be interesting to see how commercial growers handle the problem of supplying 

the flowers needed to make it work. It still takes 7 years to grow Cattleya hybrids from seed to flowering, and 

there are relatively few of these hybrids left in cultivation compared with the number that supplied the market in 

the 1950s and 1960s. The supply of jungle plants is now so badly depleted that the Cattleya species are simply 

not available for export from their native countries in any meaningful quantities. A more probable conclusion 

says that the cattleya cut-flower era was a one-time event in orchid history – memorable, but like a great wave, 

it rose, crested, and disappeared forever in the endless ocean of time. 

!! Fred Clarke 
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